Thursday 5th May 2022
KEY DATES 2022

Message From The Principal

MAY
10 to 20 - NAPLAN Grades 3 & 5
Tue 17 - District Cross Country
Thurs 19 & Fri 20 - World of Maths
JUNE
Wed 1 - Division Cross Country
Fri 3 - Winter Interschool Sport
Fri 10 - Winter Interschool Sport
Mon 13 - Queen’s Birthday
Fri 24 - Last Day of Term 2
- Early Dismissal 2.30pm
JULY
Mon 11 - FIRST DAY OF TERM 3
School Commences 9am sharp

Happy

Mother’s
Day
DATES AND TIMES TO REMEMBER:
TERM DATES 2022
Term 1:
Term 2:
Term 3:
Term 4:

31 January – 8 April
26 April – 24 June
11 July – 16 September
3 October – 20 December

CURRICULUM DAYS 2022
Mon Aug 22nd
Mon Oct 31st
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 2022
Mon, 13 June 2022
Tue, 1 Nov 2022

Queen's Birthday
Melbourne Cup

TIMETABLE
Commence 8.58 Line-up Bell-Music
9am 2nd Bell

Recess
Lunch
School Finishes

TERM 2 WEEK 2

11.00 - 11.30am
1.40 - 2.30pm
3.30pm

MPS Exceeds our Capacity
Currently MPS has exceeded 450 students which means that we are now
over our enrolment capacity and must limit our future enrolments. Of
course, we will continue to lobby the Department for additional facilities, but
by the same token, we do not want to be bigger than 500 and ideally would
settle in the 470-80 area in the next few years. Currently we are in a master
planning phase, which means that we are in line to complete stages 2, 3 & 4
of the master plan over the coming years (there is no set timeline). Stage 2 is
the full refurbishment of the old hall into a Library/STEM centre, along with
a proposed northern carpark, drop off zone and turning circle that enters via
the tennis club car parking area. Stage 3 is the refurbishment of the old
library into permanent classrooms and an extension of the admin area to
connect to the old library building. Finally, stage 4 would see an extension of
the BER (STEM/Spanish/Library & OSHC) and the removal of the existing
portables nearest Gladeswood Reserve. Whilst we work with the appropriate
authorities, there is no confirmed funding for these stages just yet, meaning
we have a squeeze on classroom space. Schools are entitled to 1 class per 25
students. This means we are entitled to 18 classrooms and we currently run
20. Finding that 21st space is the challenge.
Enrolment Applications Due June 10th
In 2021 we received approximately 130 applications for enrolment into this
year’s prep cohort and were only able to create 3 classes, meaning a
significant number had to be turned away. Already we are well on our way
to 100+ applications for 2023 and we will again be maintaining three classes
at prep level. Given this, I would remind parents that enrolments for prep
2023 close on June 10th for students who reside outside of our catchment.
Following the closure of out of zone enrolments, the school will process
applications with a view to advising parents in August (as per the new DET
guidelines). For families that live inside the school zone, we would also
appreciate your applications by this time also, as it helps us to understand
how many available places we will have for those outside of the zone. In
circumstances such as ours where a school may not be able to accept all
applications due to existing or future capacity concerns, schools must
manage enrolment applications in accordance with the following priority
order of placement:
1.
Students for whom the school is the designated neighbourhood
school.
2.
Students with a sibling at the same permanent address who are
attending the school at the same time.
3.
Where the Regional Director has restricted the enrolment, students
who reside nearest the school
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4.

Students seeking enrolment on specific curriculum grounds

5.

All other students in order of closeness of their home to the school.

The Mulgrave Primary School zone is available at www.findmyschool.vic.gov.au.
PFA Elections
Every two years the school’s PFA is required to hold an election of office bearers. As such, we will be holding our first
PFA meeting post-Covid in the BER on Thursday May 12th at 7pm. At this meeting, we will need to elect a President
and a Secretary. A general committee may be formed if appropriate, but that is not essential. We would love to see a
really big turn out for those who are keen to volunteer and play a part in helping us with the key activities we run
throughout the year, support the school with fundraising and being a conduit for other parents in an informal sense. The
PFA feeds back to school council and has significant input into the general direction of the school community. It is an
incredibly valuable part of our school and I would urge as many people to attend as possible.
Parent Helpers
Next Wednesday, May 11th at 2:35pm, myself and Nicola Weerakoon will be running a parent helpers training course for
interested parents in the staffroom. The session will run for approximately 30-45 minutes and cover the roles required
and expectations in the classroom. In line with changes to the operations guide, parents are now allowed back into the
classroom to help from this term and we are very pleased to be able to recommence a parent helper program. Teachers
will be in contact soon to seek volunteers, but if you’re super keen, feel free to drop your child’s teacher a Dojo message
to let them know.
Election Day BBQ
On Saturday May 21st the Federal Election will be held and once again, MPS will be a polling centre. The benefits of
being a polling centre cannot be understated, as it allows us to work with our Federal and State representatives to further
the cause of our students. As such, running an election day BBQ is a vital part of maintaining our place as a popular
centre. With this in mind, we are calling for volunteers to work on the BBQ between 8am and 1pm on the day. The menu
is to be advised, but democracy sausages and perhaps even the early morning egg and bacon roll could be in order.
Voluntary Fees
School fees at Victorian government schools are now voluntary, as stated in the parent contributions letter sent out last
year. MPS greatly appreciates those contributions made by parents to date, as the school did not receive any funding
from the Department to cover any shortfall this change created. As such, for those who may not have contributed, we
would appreciate your support so that we can continue to provide all of the extra-curricular activities and resources that
your children currently enjoy. Even a part contribution or payment plan would be welcome.
PTS Conferences
The Department have decided that all Victorian schools will hold a whole school professional practice day in term 2.
Normally, we would run our professional practice days over the space of a few weeks, with school continuing
uninterrupted, however due to the current teacher shortages across the state, the Department have decided to make this
term professional practice days an additional student free day at school. Over the next week, the school will put in place
a plan for this day, table it at school council for approval and then inform parents of the timing. We will work with Camp
Australia to identify if there is a need for Out of School Hours Care on the eventual date.
Mulgrave Basketball Club
As mentioned recently, Nunawading Basketball are seeking to establish a new club that trains out of Mulgrave PS. The
new club will seek to entice locals through a variety of supports including free uniforms and other discounts to get the
ball rolling. Nunawading Basketball will be seeking to hold a start up meeting with interested parents later this term at
MPS (date to be advised). Our School Council President Mr. Ed Meszaros will be the initial conduit between families and
Nunawading. If you are interested in being part of the new club, please contact me Charles.spicer@education.vic.gov.au
and I will collate the details before passing them on to Ed and Nunawading. This is an exciting opportunity and there
has not been a club operating out of Mulgrave since the early 90’s, so we can start something that can help young people
for years to come.
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Mulgrave Basketball Club 2
As part of establishing the new club, Nunawading would like the students of MPS to come up with a new nickname
and logo for the team. The Mulgrave ???? is the question that needs to be answered and there will be an Adidas
backpack awaiting the winning name (in the event of multiple people choosing the winning name, their names will be
entered into a raffle draw). Students can enter by submitting their choice name and a sketch of the proposed logo to me
via the office. Entries will remain open until Friday May 20 th. The winning name will be selected by the General
Manager of Nunawading Basketball (I remind families that “Magic” is already taken).
Whole School Comms via Xuno
A reminder that effective immediately, whole school communications will now be sent via Xuno only, completing the
transition to this platform. Classroom Dojo is still available for teacher communications and student work, but will no
longer be used for newsletters, notices, etc.
School Crossing Safety
Unfortunately I am again noticing far too many vehicles parking illegally in the morning drop off and afternoon pick
up. Of great concern are the no standing spaces at either side of the crossing. These spaces are required to be clear from
vehicles to maintain the line of sight of the crossing supervisor. By choosing to park in these spaces, it obscures the
view and puts other childrens’ safety at risk. These Kiss and Go zones are for quick drop-offs and pick-ups. Cars move
on consistently from these spaces, so sometimes a little patience is required to ensure the safety of all. Of course, we
also request that families do not leave their vehicles unattended in these areas and move on as soon as it is safe to do
so. Alternatively, the car parks on the other side of Gladeswood Reserve have ample spaces for students to be dropped
off.
Happy Mother’s Day
Last and certainly not least, a big happy Mother’s Day to all of our MPS mums. On behalf of the staff I wish everyone a
wonderful day and I hope that the breakfast in bed is cooked to perfection and that none of you have to lift a finger on
Sunday.

Charles Spicer
Principal
Reminder...
The Resilience Project – Parent Webinar
TRP are again providing a parent/carer Webinar with Martin Heppell on
Monday 9th May, 6.30pm-8.00pm. During this presentation, Martin will share his
experiences and combine them with practical strategies that can be implemented every
day to improve our overall wellbeing. Parents/ Carers will need to register using the
following registration link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_YmLGrZ40SIaYLMV1-gylBQ

Resilience Project Cont.
**Upon registration, registrants will receive a link to attend the webinar, along with a
reminder the day prior. Please note that the webinar will include parents from other
Partnership Schools. You will also find attached a flyer with some further information on
the session.
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Junior

Middle

Senior

Art

Noah A - 2B
For showing great enthusiasm
and focus when working on
his city skyline project. It was
also great to see you always
willing to help others with
cleaning up. Awesome work
Noah!

Milla H - 3/4L
For her ability to quickly grasp
new concepts and the steps
required to make her ‘ice cream
cup’ sculpture. This included
creating a design plan, building a
strong armature, completing two
layers of paper mâché and
painting the sculpture with
multiple layers. Fantastic work
Milla!

Isabella T - 5N
For showing amazing
improvements in her sewing
skills. It has been wonderful to
see you develop your skills in
using the 'whip stitch' and an
'aeroplane knot' to sew
together your pizza cushion.
Well done Isabella! Keep it up!

PE

Jack M - PH
An absolute PE Legend,
Follows the rules and
expectations, and gives it his
all in every activity.

Patrick G - 3/4L
You have demonstrated great
listening skills and as a result you
have shown a great improvement
across all your PE skills.

Finn C - 6J
For always showing up to PE
and giving it a go, you have an
amazing zest for PE.

Performing
Arts

Alexander J - 1P
For consistently being a
terrific performing artist in
class. You give every activity
your best effort and you set a
great example for your peers.
Great work!

Charlie B and Mariah H - 3/4M
For working so diligently on their
stop motion animation, "Do You
Want to Build a Snowman?". You
worked so well as a team and
your film was well animated and
humorous. What a super effort!

Tarun P - 6T
You have been a wonderful
help during our ukulele unit by
helping your peers when you
could see they were stuck. Your
kindness and patience is very
much appreciated. What a
great leader you are for your
class! Well done!

Science

Jasper T - 1E
Excellent work while we
learnt more about using
computers. You did a great
job completing tasks quickly
and efficiently. You also did a
great job helping others who
needed it. Very well done
Jasper.

Andrew K - 3/4L
Great work while learning about
Google Classroom, both in
completing tasks but also helping
those in your group. You did an
awesome job working to get your
whole group to write in the same
Google Doc at the same time.
Nicely done Andrew.

Jazzabelle K, Amelia G,
Melanie D, Mira S - 6T
Excellent work during our
experiments on the States of
Matter. You did a good job
recording your results. You also
did really well with creating
and sharing a digital record of
what you had learned so far
using Google Classroom.
Awesome work.

Spanish

Zayn M - PK
For showing great
enthusiasm in the Spanish
lessons and his confidence
when saying the greetings
and feelings in Spanish.

Owen M - 3/4K
For participating actively and
always giving it a go at saying the
new words and phrases in our
Spanish lessons, as well as
showing great speaking and
listening skills.

Cilicia O - 5N
For showing outstanding
speaking and listening skills and
her enthusiasm to find new
words and phrases beyond the
classroom.
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Mulgrave House Cross Country 2022
Congratulations to Red House!!
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If you have any of the following to help us
out by donating, could you please drop
them off at the office in the allocated box:

•
•

• Shovels
• Gardening gloves
• Seedlings
• Potting mix
• Garden beds
A connection with landscapers

Thank you for the donations we have
received so far!
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7 Behaviour Management Tips
for Every Parent

by Melbourne Child Psychology & School Psychology Services, Port Melbourne
Kids will be kids!
The notion of a perfectly behaved child — for most parents — is unrealistic. But if your child’s behaviour
is making things difficult for you or your family, you may want to consider implementing some changes,
and the best place to start is at home.
There are many reasons a child may misbehave (which we’ll get to further on in this post), but for a start
— start small.
Below are some easy ways you can try to regain some ‘law and order’ in your household, and
improve the behaviour of your kids.

1.

Make expectations explicitly clear.

Parents may feel like they shouldn’t have to explain themselves to their kid. But they absolutely do! If
kids don’t understand the how, what and why’s of what’s expected of them, how can they be expected to
follow through?
It doesn’t have to be complicated, just simple, clear directions like:
‘You need to do your homework straight afternoon tea, so you’ll be free for family time by dinner’, or,
‘I want you to have a shower right after play time, so you don’t bring dirt through the house’.
Clear expectations mean less questioning, which is good for the kids, and great for parents!
And in that vein…
2. Be

CONSISTENT.

While adults are expected to adapt and reprioritise throughout the day, it’s not realistic to expect kids to
do the same. They’ll struggle with the mixed messages, and be more likely to question why they’re
expected to do things.
Plus, consistency helps kids to feel secure and confident, in their surroundings, and in themselves. That’s
why it’s also incredibly important when it comes to separated parents and co-parents. Inconsistency
between each parent can cause conflict (between the parents and the kids) and lends itself to a ‘good
cop, bad cop’ mentality (which can lead to more behavioural problems) and can make your kids question
your reliability.
A great way to ensure consistency?…
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3. Routine, routine, routine!
A solid family routine lends itself to a happy and functional household. It helps to solidify expectations,
and make sure that kids meet them on a daily basis. It also helps kids to feel safe in the reliability and
security of home life — something that they may not have at school. A routine makes it easier for
parents to follow through with the own rules that they’ve set for themselves and for the rest of the
family.
A routine doesn’t have to be oppressive. Start by framing yours around things that happen every day
already:

Dinner time, homework, chores — try to schedule them in for the same time every day, and then shape
new additions to your routine around them.
One of the best things you can add to your routine?

4. Communication.
It may seem obvious, but busy schedules and digital communications have gotten in the way of real,
personal conversations. It’s so important to talk openly, honestly and often with your kids and the fact
that it will encourage better behaviour from them is just a bonus.
Easily add ‘communication time‘ to your routine by making no screen time zones during meals or car
trips. By talking to them, they’ll have more faith in your judgment, greater respect and understanding for
your decisions and, importantly, you’ll get more insight into the root of their behaviours.
Now, when it comes to encouraging good behaviour…
5. Avoid

rewards.

By offering rewards for good behaviour, you’re sending a very clear message to your child:
‘This is not something I expect you to do on your own’.
Rewards are appropriate for certain tasks or chores, especially the less common or frequent ones. But
kids shouldn’t be rewarded for behaving well or for everyday tasks. These are things they are expected
to do, that they should ideally want to do, and that they will need to continue doing on their own accord
in the future.
And when it comes to ‘bad’ behaviour…
6. Be

careful with punishment.

Just like rewards focus on short term results — to the detriment of future behaviours — so does
punishment. Parenting expert Elain Wilson suggests that punishment is based on control and power by
using pain or unpleasantness to stop the behaviour (in the present) but it does not teach the value of the
desired behaviour.
While punishment may get immediate results, it can also make kids fearful, and encourage sneaky
behaviour.
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‘Punishment uses pain and unpleasantness, builds resentment, encourages deception and can damage self
esteem,’ explains our senior psychologist Deb Jepsen. Avoiding punishments doesn’t mean kids should
get off scot-free for bad behaviour but rather, parents should take the old adage of ‘prevention is better
than cure’, and work on replacing punishment with discipline, the exact kind of discipline that comes with
routine!
And finally…
7. Know the symptoms and signs of a potential cause.
Kids can act out at home because of other problems. By talking with your kids often, you’ll be much more
likely to pick up on social problems or other emotional challenges they may be dealing with so be aware
of the warning signs of anxiety and depression and remember that learning disorders are not always
picked up in the classroom.
Read separately, these six tips may seem like they present a huge overhaul to your parenting
style, or to the general running of your household, but pay attention to how they all actually
compliment each other and work in support of each other.
By developing a routine, you make expectations clear and implicitly consistent.
By incorporating consistent and clear discipline into your routine, you can avoid resorting to using
punishments and rewards.
By making time to really converse and communicate with your child, your expectations and values will
be made much clearer to them, and any external factors affecting their behaviour will be made more
clear to you.
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1ST

Emma Turnley

2nd

Holly Oakes

$250 Coles/Myer Voucher

3rd

Monisa Santos

$250 Woolworths Voucher

4th

Lucy Meszaros

Maxx and Williams bread box,
Ned Kelly Red bottle of wine,
The Nature Shack organic wellbeing
tea,
Empire Candle Co candle,
The Keeper organic reusable produce
bag,
Darryl’s Fresh Roasted Peanut butter,
Caramel fudge,
Little Asia gift voucher

5th

Marin Riveri

Fieldberry Farm gift voucher,
Naturally Scented candle (Island
Christmas)
Naturally Scented candle (Vanilla)
Jewellery by Linda
Cookie Planet cookies

6th

Monita Santos

Ned Kelly Red bottle of wine,
Empire Candle Co candle,
Darryl’s Fresh Roasted Peanut butter,
Rollies Doughnuts voucher
Cris’ BBQ gift voucher

7th

Nichola Gerrand
Maya Hartono

Ashton Classical guitar pack

Margaret Perdreau

Swig Coffee Roasters gift voucher,
Rollies Doughnuts voucher
Tontine berry scented pillow

10th

Maria Zapounidis

Otway Prime gift voucher,
Tontine berry scented pillow

11th

Lauri Brogden

Swig Coffee Roasters gift voucher,
Tontine berry scented pillow

8th

9th

Vouchers
$250 Bunnings Voucher

Hayden’s House of Food and Produce
gift voucher,
Love Succers succulent
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LOCATED AT MULGRAVE PRIMARY SCHOOL
GROUNDS EVERY SUNDAY 8.00AM to 1.00PM
https://www.facebook.com/mulgravefarmersmarket/
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